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i. Ramon's Blues 

2. The Heat Of The Battle 

3. Hidden 

4. Green Onions 

6. Adventures Of Brer 
Rabbit And Tar Baby 

7. Turn To Stone 

8. Fly...Night Bird 

9. Supernova 

io. Down By The River 

ii. Running Out 

12. Man On The Floor 

i3. Okay 

i4. My Friend Jeff 

is. If Six Was Nine 

i6. The Messiah Will 
Come Again 

Compilation produced by Jean-Charles Costa 

Digitally remastered from the original master tapes by Bill Inglot & Dan Hersch/DigiPrep 
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Guitar On Fire 

Roy Buchanan - The Atlantic Sessions 

By the time Roy Buchanan was thrust into the national spotlight from the relative seclusion of his dominion 

as the local guitar hero in Washington D.C., his dues were paid in full. 

Suddenly, there he was; a gentle man of quirky asides and bemused distraction given to periodic eruptions of 

naked, razor-blade howl from a worn Fender guitar, now blinking slow in the hot white glare of rock and roll 

celebrity, his reputation spurred on by the enthusiastic murmur of John Lennon, Eric Clapton, Robbie Robertson, 

Merle Kilgore and others. 

God knows, Buchanan should have been ready. Born in the Ozarks and tempered by the evangelical fire of his 

father’s Pentecostal Church of God in Pixley, California, he was already coming to grips with the unforgiving 

metallic truth of the Telecaster at age 13 (one of the first solid body electric instruments, Leo Fender’s “Tele” is 

a simple mechanical construct of inexpensive American hardwoods and bare bones pickups that possesses a 

fierce treble edge with zero tolerance for unsuspecting players). Two years later Buchanan was on the road, 

passing through San Francisco and Tulsa before running into an early boyhood guitar influence, Jimmy Nolan — 

the man who first hipped Roy to bending strings — and filling in for him on bandleader Johnny Otis’ TV show. 

The road continued, and Roy played his guitar in an endless succession of beer-drenched honky tonks across 

America, focusing influences like Scotty Moore, Johnny Guitar Watson, Buck Owens and Roy Nichols into a hair- 

trigger rock and country roots style. 

Following a brief fling with his first band, The Heartbeats, Buchanan teamed up with rockabilly icon Dale 

Hawkins of “Susie Q” fame in Oklahoma. He made his recording debut on Hawkins’ single, “My Babe,” then 

toured and recorded with Dale and Jerry Hawkins. 

The recording studio, an environment Roy never truly came to terms with, figured prominently in succeeding 

years. Years of phantom session work led to a brief stint with Ronnie Hawkins and The Hawks — he was 

eventually replaced on lead guitar by the group’s bassist Robbie Robertson, the man largely responsible for 

spreading the word on Buchanan — then on to more recording with everyone and anyone from pop 

cheerleader Freddie Cannon to Merle Kilgore and lesser known rock journeymen like Bobby Gregg 

and his Friends. 

In fact, as Bill Milkowski points out in his earnest but somber tribute, “The Lonesome Death of Roy 

Buchanan” (Guitar World - September 1990), the supernatural harmonic squawls that carried Roy’s solos into the 

outer limits are already in evidence on “Potato Peeler,” a track cut in 1962 with Bobby Gregg (lovingly preserved 

on The Early Years, a compilation of rare sides on Krazy Kat, a British import label). 

By 1963, Roy was winding down his first career of recording and touring for others. He moved to Loudon 

County in Virginia with his new wife Judy and concentrated on the local music scene, moving quickly through 

the hierarchy of local groups like The British Walkers before forming The Snakestretchers, his first real band. 

Buchanan tore up clubs all over Washington for years, finally settling into the Crossroads, a small country and 

western club near Route I in Maryland with an eerily appropriate name for those familiar with delta blues lore. 

Perched on the tiny stage, he’d take off on extended instrumental rambles that dazzled generations of young 

players who made the pilgrimage to see him. 

A talent as prodigious as Buchanan’s must invariably come to light, so the word spread and in 1971, Rolling 

Stone, usually ambivalent about rock instrumentalists, was telling us straight up that “Roy Buchanan provides 

what may be the best rock guitar picker in the world.” From there, the hyperbolic momentum took over and his 

life in music was being examined in an hour-long Public Television documentary, “The Best Unknown Guitarist In 

The World.” A record contract followed and, for better or worse, Roy was launched into the treacherous 

waters of mainstream rock with nothing but his guitar to keep him company. 

The crux of Buchanan’s musical dilemma arose from his ambiguous relationship with major record labels. 

Endowed with a transcendent style capable of igniting the most pedestrian rock and roll subtext, Buchanan 

consistently defied attempts to make over his music into some big city producer’s idea of what a modern guitar 

legend should sound like. He was, first and foremost, an inspired blues player, and, as such, some of what 

transpired on early and middle recordings largely missed the point. 

Roy tried to please too many people in the studio, which often impaired his ability to make a coherent 

musical statement on vinyl. His first records for Polydor with the Snakestretchers, congenial hometown buddies 

who lacked his over-the-top instrumental mastery, produced solid, meat ‘n’ potatoes efforts like “Pete’s Blues” 



and the dark “The Messiah Will Come Again” (reprised here from Roy’s first Atlantic album A Street Called 

flight as the closer for his odyssey on the label), but failed to capture the incandescence of his 

live performances. 

Recorded in 1976, Street... was a sincere attempt to make personal music that would hopefully lead to new 

avenues of self-expression beyond the guitar. It included a healthy dose of vocals, never Roy’s strong suit, not to 

mention curious experiments with disco and other stylistic departures. Nevertheless, we’re still left with 

revealing tributes to guitarists Jeff Beck (“My Friend Jeff”) and Jimi Hendrix (“If Six Was Nine”) where 

Buchanan offers his special insights into these kindred spirits while marking the tracks with his own bold 

stylistic imprint. The unearthly electronic shriek on “Man On The Floor” provides a dramatic counterpoint to 

the fleet-fingered acoustic work that slides through “Okay.” “The Messiah Will Come Again,” with its 

provocative contrast between hopeful lyric, doleful voiceover and tormented guitar, brings the record to a 

shattering conclusion. 

For Loading Zone, the idea was to “enhance” Roy’s commercial appeal by teaming him with a glittering cast 

of players such as Stanley Clarke (who also produced), Jan Hammer, Ray Gomez, Steve Cropper and others. An 

odd collaboration on the face of it, the album worked in the sense that Buchanan had plenty of room to let his 

fulminating guitar scale peaks of emotion and technique over a series of hard-charging instrumentals 

and cover tunes. 

“Ramon’s Blues” opens this collection because it, along with the album’s epic cover of “Green Onions,” 

effectively showcases Roy as he trades pentatonic fire with Steve Cropper, a fellow roots master and founding 

father of the legendary Stax/Volt rhythm section, in a series of soulful exchanges that spiral into a frenzy of 

cross-talking riffs, slurs, radical string bends and banshee overtone squeals. 

“The Heat Of The Battle,” a Clarke composition, places Roy into a more formal Fusion context while still 

allowing his guitar to rage free. Ballads like “Hidden” and “Judy” demonstrate that Buchanan was eminently 

capable of soft, lyrical introspection where melody dominates. The tongue-in-cheek curio, “Adventures of Brer 

Rabbit and Tar Baby,” juxtaposes the guitarist’s fluid country finger-picking with the surprisingly stiff, too-funky 

pop of Clarke’s bass. 

On You’re Not Alone (1978), Buchanan’s third and last for Atlantic, he was thrust further out into the 

(Si 
future-shock world of synthesizers and New Age self-indulgence, another odd choice. Temporarily w 

abandoning his signature Telecaster for the beefier raunch of a Gibson Les Paul, Roy attacked covers like Joe 

Walsh’s power chord anthem “Turn To Stone” and Neil Young’s classic dirge, “Down By The River,” with a 

vengeance, adding new dimensions to the former and laying down a harrowing solo for the latter that 

embodied all the loneliness and dark-night-of-the-soul emotion he’d stored up during endless one-nighters in 

nowhere towns. 

After his Atlantic sojourn, Buchanan finally achieved recording fulfillment with several critically acclaimed 

albums for the respected Chicago blues label, Alligator Records. Calling his first for the label, When A Guitar 

Plays The Blues, “simply the best record I ever made,” he saw it enter Billboard’s Pop charts with a bullet and 

stay there for 13 weeks. A few other inspired recordings followed, but Roy’s eccentric behavior and 

destructive personal habits eventually ended his recording career. 

On August 14, 1988 Roy Buchanan’s life came to a dark, untimely end after being jailed for public 

drunkenness in Fairfax County, Virginia. He was discovered dead in his jail cell from a crushed larynx, minutes 

after his internment. The police report claimed suicide, but his wife Judy and close friends never believed the 

official story. Especially considering the unlikelihood of a man big as Roy hanging himself with a light summer 

shirt from a tiny cell block window only a few feet off the ground. 

No doubt the circumstances that becloud his death still fuel nightly debates around the Crossroads, but 

few would argue that Roy’s dark side put him right up to the edge. You can hear it in the pain of every note 

he played. 

But, for those who choose to recall the unalloyed brilliance of his guitar, his life stands as proof of what 

happens when a man resists easy answers. 

Jean-Charles Costa 

October 30, 1992 



I Ramon’s Blues 
) Chappell Musidjubal Sound Music, BMI.) 

Roy Buchana® - lead guitar (1st and 3rd solo) 

Steve Cropper - lead guitar (2nd solo) 

Malcolm tukens - organ 

Dennis Parker * bass 

David Garibaldi - drums 

2. The Heat Of The Battle 
(Stanley Clarke; Clarke Music, do A Kim Guggenheim, Esq., BMI.) 

Roy Buchanan - lead guitar 

Raymond Gomez - rhythm guitars 

Malcolm Lukens - organ/electric piano; Stanley Clarke - bass 

Narada Michael Walden - drums 

3. Hidden 
(Roy Buchanan, Unichoppell Music, do Warner Chappell Musidjubal Sound Music, BMI.) 

Roy Buchanan - electric and acoustic guitars 

Jan Hammer - acoustic piano 

Stanley Clarke * bass; plus strings and flutes 

4. Green Onions 
(Booker T. Jones, Steve Cropper, lewis Steinberg & Al Jackson; Irving Music, BMI.) 

Roy Buchanan - lead guitar (2nd and 4th solo) 

Steve Cropper - lead guitar (I st and 3rd solo) 

Malcolm Lukens - organ 

Donald "Duck" Dunn - bass 

David Garibaldi - drums 

5. Judy 
(Narada Michael Walden; Gratitude Sky/Wolden Music, ASCAP.) 

Roy Buchanan - lead guitar 

Narada Michael Walden - piano and drums 

Will Lee - bass 

Malcolm Lukens - organ 

6. Adventures Of Brer Rabbit And Tar Baby 
(Roy Buchanan; Unichapell Music, do Warner Chappell Musidjubal Sound Music, BMI.) 

Roy Buchanan - guitar 

Stanley Clarke - bass 

7. Turn To Stone 
' (Joe Wokb & Terry Trepandt, Belkin Musk, do Lawrence Lighter, fyqJDuchess Music, do MCAiBarn Storm, cgijess Morgan & Co., BMI.) 

8. Fly...Night Bird 
(Buchanan, Roussel, Newmark, Weeks & Silva; Umchappell Music, do Warner Chappell Music, BMIIWiljeandrew, ASCAP.) 

9. Supernova 
(Roy Buchanan; Umchappell Music, do Warner Chappell Music, BMI.) 

10. Down By The River 
(NeU Young: Cotillion Music, da Warner Chappell/Broken Arrow, BMI.) 

1 i, Running Out 
(Roy Buchanan & John Harrison; Unichoppell Musk, do Warner Chappell MusicIHarbro Music, BMI.) 

i 2. Man On The Floor 
(Roy BuchananHJnkhappelt Music, da Warner Chappell Music. BMI.) 

13. Okay 
(Ray Buchanan:Unichappett Music, do Warner Chappell Music, BMI.) 

14. My Friend Jeff 
(Roy BuchanandJnkhappell Music, dp Warner Chappell Music, BMI.) 

15. If Six Was Nine 
(Jam Hendrix; Bella Godiva Musk, ASCAP.) 

16. The Messiah Will Come Again 
(Roy Buchanan; Right Song Musk, do Warner Chappell Music, BMI.) 

Personnel on tracks 7 - 10 : Roy Buchanan - all lead guitars; Ray Gomez - acoustic and rhythm guitars; Willie Weeks - bass; Andrew Newmark - drums; 

Gary St. Clair - lead vocals on "Down By The River"; Luther Vandross, Krystal Davis, Alfa Anderson & David Lasley - background vocals on 

"Down By The River." 

Personnel on tracks 11-16: Roy Buchanan - guitars and lead vocals; Malcolm Lukens - keyboards; John Harrison - bass and 2nd lead vocal on 

"Running Out"; Byrd Foster - drums and lead vocal on "Running Out"; Will Lee - bass on tracks 14 & 16; Andy Newmark - drums on tracks 14 & 16; 

Gonzalo Sifre - drums on track 15 

Tracks I - 6 produced by Stanley Clarke and originally released on “Loading Zone" (Atlantic 19138) in September, 1977 

Tracks 7-10 produced by Raymond Silva and originally released on "You're Not Alone" (Atlantic 19170) on April 20, 1978 

Tracks 11-16 produced by Arif Mardin and originally released on "A Street Called Straight" (Atlantic 18170) on April 8, 1976 

Compilation produced by Jean-Charles Costa 

Research coordination: Michael A. Mazzarella 

Digitally remastered by Bill Inglot & Dan Hersch/DigiPrep 
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